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ABSTRACT
An experimental analysis and computational modelling of thermal radiation from an
INCONEL601 wire-mesh porous burner has been conducted. It has been found that
within a bandwidth between 2µm and 20µm, the infrared radiation in the 2-5µm
waveband is the dominant band. Optimal operating conditions, as determined by the
surface temperature and radiant intensity, are a function of the equivalence ratio and the
firing rate. The location of the flame front is also influenced by these parameters. For fuelrich mixtures the flame is usually located above the surface and the flame stability is
sensitive to external perturbations. A maximum surface temperature of approximately
1223K, and a radiation intensity of 50 W/Sr, has been measured. It has also been shown
that INCONEL601, despite its high emissivity, can be used as an effective radiation
shield. By placing a piece of the wire-mesh in front of burning MTV pyrotechnic
composition, the infrared radiation was significantly reduced. The equivalent black body
temperature of MTV was cut from ~1900°C without a shield to ~1400°C with a shield
adjacent to the mixture.
A comparison between the ChemRad model predictions and measured surface
temperature for various equivalence ratios has shown a reasonable agreement with a
maximum discrepancy of 16% for fuel-rich mixtures. However, within optimal operating
conditions of the burner (equivalence ratio 0.8- 1) a maximum difference of 8% has been
observed. Accounting for the variability in the measurements, the number of simplifying
assumptions and the uncertainty in some values of the physical and optical properties,
the accuracy and consistency of the model, as a first-order approximation is acceptable.
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An Experimental and Numerical Study of Infrared
(IR) Emission from a Porous Radiant Burner

Executive Summary
The work presented in this report is aimed at investigating the infrared intensity
emitted from an INCONEL601 wire-mesh porous burner, and validating the numerical
ChemRad model. Thermal radiation within 2-20 µm waveband has shown that the
dominant radiation energy (~65%) is concentrated within the 2-5µm waveband.
Within this region only spectra of CO2 and H2O have been observed. It has been found
that optimal operating condition of a porous burner is influenced by the fuel-to-air
ratio as well as the firing rate. These parameters also affect the flame front location and
the stability of the flame. For fuel-rich mixtures the flame is located above the surface
of the burner, while for fuel-lean and stoichiometric mixtures the flame is either
embedded within the porous layer or located close to the surface. The latter cases
correspond usually to a radiant mode of operation. On average, a surface temperature
of approximately 1223K and radiant intensity between 30 W/Sr and 60 W/Sr (in the 25µm waveband), have been measured at stoichiometric propane-air mixture operating
at firing rates between 130 kW/m2 and 400 kW/m2. These measured radiant intensity
(30-60 W/Sr) however, are considered too low for application as air decoy or tracking
flares (which typically require intensity in the order of kilowatts per steradian).
The most useful property of the INCONEL601 wire-mesh, which was discovered
accidentally, is its effectiveness as a radiation shield. By placing a piece of
INCONEL601 close to an Magnesium/Teflon-based compositions (MTV) specimen, the
radiant intensity of the burning of MTV mixture was reduced significantly. The
equivalent black body temperature of MTV of approximately 2170K has been reduced
to 1670K when the INCONEL601 wire-mesh is placed adjacent to the MTV specimen
and the radiation intensity is reduced by a factor of four. This result implies that the
INCONEL601 has a potential use as a radiation shield to mask or alter the IR signature
of naval and land platforms.
The measured surface temperature has been used to validate the predictions of the
numerical model, ChemRad. Overall, a reasonable agreement between the model and
the measurements has been found, especially for fuel-lean and stoichiometric mixtures,
with a maximum relative error of 8%. However, for fuel-rich mixtures, larger errors of
up to 16% have been recorded. Considering the variability in the measured results, the
simplifying assumptions and the uncertainty in the values of some of the physical and
optical properties used in the model the accuracy and consistency of the model as a
first order approximation, is acceptable.
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1. Introduction
The wide use of pyrotechnics formulations of Magnesium/Teflon-based compositions
as infrared (IR) decoy flares stems from their large energy output. When ignited, they
burn with an anaerobic combustion zone, followed by an intense mixing region where
the hot combustion products yield their thermal energy via mixing, secondary
combustion with atmospheric air resulting in intense radiation. At high air speeds, the
heat loss is dominated by atmospheric mixing whereas under low speeds, the heat loss
is primarily through radiation. The combustion process of flares is similar to
conventional premixed flames, where heat conduction is the dominant mode of heat
transfer. Improvements to the heat transfer characteristics, especially thermal radiation
mechanism in premixed flames can be achieved using Porous Radiant Burners (PRBs)
technology. PRBs are manufactured either from ceramic or stainless steel fibres or from
fired clay. A premixed gas and air are forced to flow into the ceramic and burn just on
or under the surface, transferring heat to the solid from the flame. The heat transfer is
dominated by radiation. The development of PRBs was initially driven by the need to
improve thermal efficiency of existing heat generating facilities and also to provide
lower emissions of hazardous gases by complete combustion.
It is proposed that the PRB technology be examined as a potential candidate for
defence applications. More specifically, investigating the spectral emission and total
power density of PRBs to determine their suitability for countermeasure or tracking
applications. To the best knowledge of the authors no such utilisation has been
attempted. The prime objectives of the present study are firstly to investigate the
spatially and spectrally resolved information of the emitted thermal radiation from
PRBs. Secondly to use the measurements to validate the ChemRad numerical model
that has been described in an earlier study[1].
PRB design, set-up and instrumentations are discussed in section 2. The numerical
model describing the PRB combustion is introduced in section 3, and the experimental
and numerical parameters are given in section 4. The experimental and numerical
results are detailed in section 5.
This study was conducted under an AIR-sponsored task, 98/116, Pyrotechnic Infrared
Countermeasures for RAAF.

2. Experimental Facility
2.1 Burner Design and Set-up
Two wire-mesh burners have been designed and manufactured. One burner, shown in
Figure 1 (left), has a cylindrical geometry that is similar to in-service flares. The burner
is 40 mm in diameter and 135 mm in length. However, only half of the cylinder surface
is used, creating a burning surface area of 82 cm2. The second burner, shown on the
right of Figure 1, has a rectangular edge of 160 mm x 160 mm. The flatbed burner is 15
mm concaved outward at the centre creating an effective surface area of approximately
270 cm2. This induced curvature is designed to reduce thermal stresses that could lead
1
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to mechanical failure of the wire. Using flatbed geometry allows the effects of surface
area and burner shape on flame stability and IR emission intensity to be examined.

Figure 1:

Close-up photographs of semi-cylindrical wire-mesh (left) and flatbed (right)
burners.

Both burners use a commercial INCONEL601 wire-mesh. Three layers of mesh have
been combined creating a porous medium of a 3 mm effective thickness. INCONEL601
is a nickel-chromium-iron alloy (80%-Ni, 16%-Cr, and 7%-Fe) that has excellent
mechanical properties. It is also resistant to oxidation in air for up to ~1100°C. The
mesh’s woven pattern and induced curvature enhances flame stability, improves the
mechanical strength of the lattice and reduces wrangling of the mesh due to thermal
stresses. A magnified close-up photograph of the wire pattern is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: A photograph (X10) of an INCONEL601 wire-mesh.
A commercial liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) fuel is mixed with compressed air before
entering the settling chamber of the burner, as shown schematically in Figure 3. To
ensure a uniform supply of the fuel-air mixture across the entire surface of the burner
and to reduce the possibility of flame flashback, a layer of stainless steel wire-mesh has
been inserted in the settling chamber. An external flashback arrester has also been
fitted to the fuel line as shown in Figure 4, which shows the flatbed burner in

2
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operation, while Figure 5, shows the (visual) difference between a PRB flame and a
conventional blue-flame.
Multi-layer INCONEL601 mesh

Stainless steel mesh

fuel+air
Settling chamber

Figure 3: A schematic description of the components of the wire-mesh porous burner.
Flatbed Burner
Flame Arrester

Thermocouple

Fuel
Supply

Compressed
air

Figure 4: A photograph of the burner's supply fuel and air streams.

Figure 5:

A close-up photograph of Sydney University’s ‘blue-flame’ burner (left) and
DSTO’s Porous Radiant Burner (right).

3
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2.2 Controls and Instrumentations
An instrumentation board was used to monitor and control the supply pressure,
temperature and flow rates of the fuel and the air streams. An Operating Instruction
addressing safety issues, ignition and shutdown procedures has also been written[2]. A
number of instruments have been used to measure the gas and surface temperatures
and radiation intensity. The layout of the instruments shown in Figure 6, have been
located approximately 3 meters away form the burner, included:
(I)
(II)
(III)
(IV)
(V)

A MERLIN radiometer ,
A BOMEM MR-254 Fourier Transform (FT) spectrometer,
An AGEMA Thermovision 900 thermal-imaging system,
A MIKRON M90 single-colour IR Pyrometer , and
A FLUKE K-Type thermocouple.

2.2.1 MERLIN Radiometers
A MERLIN radiometer employing Indium Antiminide (InSb) detector, configured for
nominal spectral band of 3-5µm, was used to measure radiant intensity. Laboratory
calibrations of the radiometer were performed before the experiments using the
blackbody furnace operated at 1273K for various aperture diameters and stand off
distances. The apparent radiant intensity was obtained using a blackbody at 720 K as
the normalised target spectrum.

2.2.2 BOMEM MR-254 Fourier Transform (FT) spectrometer
The BOMEM FT spectrometer is a dual band system with an InSb detector measuring
in 1800-5000cm-1 (2-5.5 µm) spectral region and a Mercury Cadmium Telluride (MCT)
detector measuring in the 500-5000 cm-1 (2-20 µm) region. It produces spectrum with a
-1
4 cm resolution at a scan rate of 31 Hz. On site calibration of the spectrometer was
performed using a blackbody furnace. Calibration to radiance values was performed
using a two-temperature blackbody technique as outlined in Appendix A.

2.2.3 AGEMA Thermovision 900 thermal-imaging system
The AGEMA thermal imager has a dual scanner configured with nominal 3-5 µm and
8-12 µm spectral bands and has lenses to provide 10°HX5°V Field Of View (FOV). The
3-5 µm scanner used two InSb serial detectors while the 8-12 µm scanner used a single
MCT detector. The thermal imager calibration and analysis methodologies are
described in Appendix B. The pixel digital values (V) are converted to temperature (T)
using the following equation

V=

R
exp(B/T) − F

where R, B and F are constants obtained through calibration. The AGEMA provides a
two-dimensional mapping of surface temperature as well as that of the hot combustion
gases around the burner. This mapping also provides information about the uniformity
4
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of the flow field around the burner, so effects of external disturbances on surface
temperature and flame stability can be identified.

2.2.4 MIKRON Pyrometer
A MIKRON-M90 single-colour infrared pyrometer was used to measure the
temperature, at a point-location, on the burner’s surface. It has a temperature range of
250°C - 2000°C and a spectral response between 1.0µm and 1.6µm. The emissivity of
the surface should been known and properly set to ensure accurate results.

2.2.5 FLUKE Thermocouple
A FLUKE K-Type (Chromel-Alumel) thermocouple has been attached externally to the
housing of the burner. The thermocouple has a temperature range between
-200°C and 1370°C with a resolution of ±0.1% of the reading +0.7°C. It is used as a
safety measure to monitor the temperature of the mixture in the settling chamber. If the
chamber’s temperature (due to heat transfer from the flame zone) is close to the autoignition temperature of the fuel-air mixture, the system should then be shutdown.

Burner

BOMEM FT
Spectrometer (II)

AGEMA ThermalImager (III)

FLUKE
Thermocouple
(V)

MIKRON IR
Pyrometer (IV)

MERLIN
Radiometers (I)

Figure 6: Layout of the instrumentations used in the experiment.

3. The Numerical Model
The ChemRad model[1] has been used to simulate the combustion and radiation
processes. Calculations are carried out for propane/air mixtures with various fuel-toair ratios and firing rates similar to those used in the experiment. The computational
domain, shown in Figure 7, comprises an inlet section, a porous medium section and
an exit section. For simplicity the inlet section was not considered. That is, it is
assumed that xin = x0 = 0, while xL is set to 0.3 cm, and xout is selected to be 1 cm.
5
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Porous Layer

Reactants

xin

Products

x0

xL

xout

Figure 7: A schematic of the computational domain - ChemRad model.

4. Experimental and Numerical Parameters
4.1 Experimental Parameters
The equivalence ratio φc, is used to characterise the fuel/air mixtures. It is defined as
the fuel-to-air ratio (FAR) on mass basis to its stoichiometric ratio (FARs) :

φc =

FAR
.
FARs

The equivalence ratio can also be simply be described in terms of a global chemistry of
a propane-air mixture as:

φ c C 3 H 8 + 5(O2 + 3.76 N 2 ) → Products
The flow rate of the fuel is used to characterise the firing rate (power density) of the
burner, which is defined as the thermal power input per unit surface area of the
burner.

4.2 Numerical Parameters
The chemistry of LPG has been represented using a high-temperature propane kinetics
mechanism with 40 reactive species and 93 elementary reactions[1]. The model-input
parameters, ie. optical and physical properties of the porous medium that are used in
the calculations are listed in Table 1. Optical properties are often difficult to obtain
experimentally or analytically, and even documented values in the literature retain a
certain degree of uncertainty. Furthermore, some optical properties also depend on the
microstructure of the porous. That is the manufacturing techniques used for preparing
the material could have a profound influence on its optical properties [3].

6
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Table 1: A list of optical properties of INCONEL601 used in the calculations.
Parameter
Void
Tortuosity
Area Density
Emissivity
Reflectivity
Albedo
Extinction coefficient
Forward scattering
Backward scattering

Physical
units
cm2/cm3
cm-1
-

Value

Note [Uncertainty]

0.95
3.36
44
0.8
0.9
0.7
50
0.5
0.5

Estimated [low]
Estimated [medium]
Estimated [high]
Manufacturer specs [low]
Literature [medium]
analysis Parametric [high]
Parametric analysis [high]
Parametric analysis [high]
Parametric analysis [high]

5. Results and Discussion
First, the results of the experiment are presented followed by analysis of code
predictions. A comparison between the numerical and the measurements is then
presented and the capabilities of the numerical model are commented upon.

5.1 Experimental Results
Two sets of experiments have been conducted, one using the semi-cylindrical burner
and another for the flatbed burner. In each experiment the surface temperature of the
burner, the apparent radiation emission in the 3-5 µm waveband and the spectral
emission have been measured. Measurements have been carried out for different fuelto-air ratios, φc ranging from 0.3 to 1.5. The stoichiometry of the mixture was adjusted
by changing the airflow rate, keeping the fuel flow rate (which determined the firing
rate of the burner) unchanged. In this study firing rates between 139 kW/m2 and 417
kW/m2, have been achieved. Using different firing rates allows the optimal the
operating condition of the burner, both in terms of flame stability radiative output to
be achieved. It is worth mentioning that for industrial applications a firing rate of 400
kW/m2 is considered moderate. However, for feasibility and exploratory purposes a
higher firing rate is not necessary as long as the flame is stable and the measurement
resolution is adequate.

5.1.1 Temperature and Radiation Intensity Measurements
Tables 2 and 3 summarise the measured surface temperature and radiant intensity for
the semi-cylindrical and the flatbed burners. The surface temperature (Ts) has been
measured by the MIKRON IR-pyrometer and the apparent radiation in the 3-5 µm
waveband (Q3-5) has been measured using the MERLIN radiometers. The results are
also presented in Figures 8-11.
Figure 8 shows the surface temperature of the semi-cylindrical burner for various
equivalence ratios and firing rates. A maximum surface temperature of 1205K has been
measured at firing rate of 417 kW/m2. Surface temperatures of 1069K and 1162K have
been recorded at firing rates of 139 kW/m2 and 278 kW/m2, respectively. However, the
7
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peak-temperature location (in φc space) exhibits a dependency on the firing rate,
shifting towards the stoichiometric ratio as the firing rate increases. Similar behaviour
has also been observed for the flatbed burner, as shown in Figure 9. Similar behaviour
has also been observed for the flatbed burner. The results presented in Figures 8 and 9,
indicate that unlike blue-flame burners, the highest surface temperature in a PRB does
not always occur at a stoichiometric mixture, as both equivalence ratio as well as the
firing rate influences the optimal operating conditions of a PRB.
Table 2:

Experimental results for the semi-cylindrical burner. Key: PI = Power input, PD =
Firing Rate, φc = equivalence ratio, Ts= Surface temperature as measured by IRPyrometer, Qr3-5= Apparent radiation in 3-5 µm waveband as measured by the
MERLIN radiometers.

Exp. ID
C1A
C2A
C3A
C4A
C5A
C6A
C7A
C8A
C9A
C10A
C11A
C12A
C13A
C14A
C15A
C16A
C17A
C18A
C19A
C20A
C21A
C22A

8

PI
(kW)

PD
(kW/m2)

1.14

139

2.27

278

3.41

417

φc
0.58
0.43
0.39
0.35
0.31
0.53
0.581
0.63
0.70
0.77
0.87
1.00
1.16
1.40
1.75
1.50
1.31
1.16
1.05
0.95
0.87
0.80

Ts (K)
1087
1112
1069
1026
810
938
1080
1115
1141
1162
1043
1043
915
783
726
730
865
1003
1122
1205
1190
1032

Q3-5R
(W/sr)
45.24
31.14
32.01
29.98
27.37
18.38
27.60
36.30
38.97
42.05
44.37
43.26
41.47
39.78
35.78
43.79
46.05
47.21
51.21
56.43
57.65
57.65

DSTO-TR-1154

Table 3:

Experimental results for the flat-bed burner. Key: PI = Power input, PD = Firing
Rate, φc = equivalence ratio, Ts= Surface temperature as measured by IRPyrometer, Qr3-5= Apparent radiation in 3-5 µm waveband as measured by the
radiometer.

Exp. ID
F1A
F2A
F3A
F4A
F5A
F6A
F7A
F8A
F9A
F10A
F11A

PI
(kW)

PD
(kW/m2)

1.70

63

3.41

126

φc

Ts (K)

1.05
0.87
0.65
0.52
0.43
0.41
0.80
0.87
1.05
1.31
1.75

875
961
973
953
873
658
1075
1101
1021
907
803

Q3-5R
(W/sr)
20.126
23.548
21.808
19.836
18.908
15.428
8.874
35.728
42.688
44.254
45.994

Surface temperature (K)

1300
1200

Firing rate

1100

278 kW/m2
417 kW/m2

1000

139 kW/m2

900
800
700
600
0.3

0.5

0.7

0.9

1.1

1.3

1.5

1.7

Equivalence ratio
Figure 8:

Measured surface temperature of the porous burner for various equivalence ratios
and different firing rates( semi-cylindrical burner).
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1100
1050

Firing rate

63 kW/m2

1000
950

128 kW/m2

900
850
800
750
700
650
600
0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

Equivalence ratio
Measured surface temperature of the porous burner for various equivalence ratios
and for different firing rates( flatbed burner).

Apparent radiation in 3-5 um
waveband (W/sr)

Figure 9 :

70

Firing rate

60
139 kW/m2

50

278 kW/m2

40

417 kW/m2

30
20
10
0
0.3

0.5

0.7

0.9

1.1

1.3

1.5

1.7

Equivalence ratio

Figure 10: Apparent radiation in 3-5 micrometer waveband at various equivalence ratios and
different firing rates( semi-cylindrical burner).
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50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Firing rate

63 kW/m2
126 kW/m2

0.3

0.5

0.7

0.9

1.1

1.3

1.5

1.7

Equivalence ratio

Figure 11: Apparent radiation in 3-5 micrometer waveband at various equivalence ratios and
different firing rates( flat-bed burner).
Figures 10 and 11 show the apparent radiation intensity in 3-5 µm waveband for the
semi- cylindrical and the flatbed burners, respectively. As shown, increasing the firing
rate leads to a noticeable increase in the maximum apparent radiation, especially for
the flatbed burner. The effect of the equivalence ratio on the magnitude and location of
peak radiation intensity, however, is less pronounced with only small variations in
intensity over a wide range of equivalence ratios.
The results shown in Figures 8-11 also highlight PRB’s ability to maintain a stable
combustion over a broader range of fuel-to-air ratios than blue-flame burners [4,5]. The
lower and upper flammability limits of a propane-air mixture burning in a
conventional burner are 0.5 and 1.6, respectively. These limits however are extended to
0.3 and 1.7, respectively for the same mixture burning in a porous burner.

5.1.2 Thermal Imaging Results
The AGEMA system has been used to measure and visualise the spatial distribution of
temperature at the surface and the surrounding of the burner. It also provides
information about the uniformity (or lack of it) in the temperature and flow fields
around the burner. Figure 12, shows temperature contours from the semi-cylindrical
burner operating at stoichiometry (φc=1) and firing rates of 278 kW/m2, and 417
kW/m2. Similarly, Figure 13, shows temperature contours from the flatbed burner
operating at stoichiometry and firing rates of 63 kW/m2, and 126 kW/m2.

11
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Figure 12: AGEMA’s temperature contours(°C) for the semi-cylindrical burner operating at a
power density of (a) 278 kW/m2, (b) 417 kW/m2 ( a stoichiometric propane-air
mixture).

12
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Figure 13: AGEMA’s temperature contours (°C) from the flat-bed burner operating at a
power density of (a) 63 kW/m2,(b) 126 kW/m2 (a stoichiometric propane-air
mixture).
As shown in Figure 12, the temperature distribution is reasonably uniform around the
semi-cylindrical burner, up to a (vertical) distance of about 50 mm above the surface of
the burner. The temperature distribution along the lateral direction also shows very
13
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little variations. The temperature field for the flatbed burner (Figure 13) however, is
less uniform in the downstream direction, particularly at low firing rate of 63 kW/m2
where portion of the flame seems to lift-off from the surface. It is worth noting that at
this firing rate the burner was not operating in a radiant mode. As the firing rate and
the equivalence ratio are adjusted to an optimal level (which is burner-specific) the
flame tends to change to a radiant mode with a red-glowing surface. Further increase
in the equivalence ratio or the firing rate however, tends to lift-off the flame from the
surface and subsequently the flame blows-off completely. In this series of experiments
the burners were not shielded. However the results indicate that air movement in the
laboratory has little effect on the uniformity of the temperature and flow fields above
the burner. As our interest in focused on measuring surface and gas temperature up to
20 mm from the surface, the uniformity of flow and temperature in the near field is
considered adequate.
Using the AGEMA’s temperature readings, mean axial temperature profiles of the hot
gases have been extracted as follows. At each axial location, the average temperature
(and its r.m.s.) is calculated using 21 temperature readings (along the lateral direction).
Figure 14, shows the mean and standard deviation of the gas temperature, up to 12
mm from the surface of the semi-cylindrical burner (417 kW/m2) and for a range of
equivalence ratios (φc = 0.8 - 1.75). The small standard deviation indicates that the
temperature along the lateral direction of the burner is reasonably uniform. It can also
be seen that the gas temperature decays rapidly within a short distance from the
surface. For equivalence ratios between 0.8 and 1.3, the gas temperature drops from the
surface temperature to a temperature of 600°C- 700°C, within 12 mm from the surface
of the burner.
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Figure 14: Axial mean and standard deviation of gas temperature of the semi- cylindrical
burner operating at 417 kW/m2, over a broad range of equivalence ratios.
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5.1.3 Spectral IR Measurements
Figure 15 shows a spectral IR emission for five different mixtures, as measured using
the BOMEM broad band detector in a 2-20 µm waveband. It clearly shows that the bulk
of the energy is concentrated primarily within the 2-5µm region. More specifically
approximately 65% of the total energy is concentrated within the 2-5 µm waveband.
Furthermore within the 2-5 µm waveband the energy on average is distributed
approximately as 25% within 2-3 µm, 15% within the 3-4 µm, and 60% within the 4-5
µm waveband. This pattern has also been observed for other mixtures and power
densities. Therefore all subsequent measurements are collected using a detector with a
narrower bandwidth of 2-5 µm. Figure 16, shows the IR intensity within the 2-5 µm
waveband for different mixtures and firing rates. In all cases, the peak IR emission
occurs at approximately 4.38 µm, which corresponds to a strong band of radiation from
CO2 molecules. It is interesting to notice that whilst CO has a strong band at 4.7µm,
and a weak band at 2.3 µm, none of these bands are evident in the measurements.
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Figure 15: Spectral IR intensity over a waveband 2-20µm, emitted from the cylindrical burner
operating at a power density of 139 kW/m2 and various equivalence ratios.
The contribution of CO2 to the radiant intensity is also visible at a wavelength of 2.8
µm. Other significant radiation emission are visible near 2.5µm, 2.7µm, and 2.9µm,
which correspond mainly to emission from H2O molecules. Figure 17, shows the
measured IR characteristics in the 2-5µm waveband from the flatbed burner. The
intensity distribution is similar to those of the semi-cylindrical burner.
It is worth noting that whilst CO, CO2 and H2O all have a well defined principal
vibration-rotation bands, the measurements indicate some shift in these bands. For
example, H2O has a fundamental (strong) band at 2.7µm, but the measurements
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Figure 16: Spectral IR intensity over a waveband 2-5µm, emitted from the semi- cylindrical
burner operating at a power density of: (top) 139 kW/m2, (middle) 278 kW/m2, and
(lower) 417 kW/m2 , for various equivalence ratios
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Figure 17: Spectral IR intensity over a waveband 3-5µm, emitted from the flat-bed burner
operating at a power density of 63 kW/m2, and various equivalence ratios.
show a slight shift of this band to around 2.8µm-2.9µm. There is also a shift in the CO2
emission from its fundamental band at 4.26µm to a broader band of 4.19µm-4.38µm .
These shifts are most likely due to a combined effect of simultaneous molecular
absorption-scattering of radiation.

5.2 Numerical Results
Modelling has been performed for a wide range of equivalence ratios and firing rates
similar to the experimental conditions. Of particular interest is the semi-cylindrical
burner operating at a power density of 417 kW/m2, as (experimentally) it provided the
most stable flame over a broad range of operating conditions. In all calculations an
inlet mixture temperature of 350K has been selected to correspond to that in the
experiment.
Whilst, the ChemRad model accounts for 40 species, only major species (in conjunction
with the gas and surface temperatures) are presented here to characterise the
combustion process. These are CO, CO2, H2O, and radical species (e.g. OH, O, HO2 ,
etc.) which typically are used to identify the location of the flame front. However, in a
PRB the flame zone could be relatively thick creating a distributed reaction region. In
this region radical species reach their peak concentration though not necessarily at the
same physical location as clearly illustrated in Figure 18. Therefore to characterise the
flame location in a porous layer, a Reaction-Completion Distance (RCD) term is
introduced. It refers to the location at which the fuel conversion is completed.
Numerically, the RCD is taken as the location at which the concentration of the fuel
drops below 0.1% of its inlet concentration.
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Figure 18: Computed profiles of radical species for a stoichiometric propane-air mixture
burning in the semi-cylindrical porous burner (power density of 417 kW/m2).
Figure 19 shows the predicted axial gas temperature profiles for the semi-cylindrical
burner (at a power density of 417 kW/m2) at various equivalence ratios. It is clear that
for fuel-lean mixtures the gas temperature peaks and levels out within the porous
layer. For fuel-rich mixtures, however the temperature peaks near or outside the
surface of the burner. This indicates that either the chemical reactions are not fully
completed within the porous layer or the flame stabilises entirely above the surface.
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Figure 19: Computed gas temperature distribution of the semi-cylindrical burner for various
equivalence ratios (power density of 417 kW/m2) .

Noticeably, in Figure 19 that the temperature profiles of stoichiometric and fuel-lean
mixtures (φc=0.8-1.17) are almost identical. The gas temperature reaches a maximum at
the flame front then drops slightly before it stabilises. This drop is attributed to
conductive and enhanced radiative heat transfers from the flame zone. However, this
behaviour is not evident for fuel-rich mixtures (φc =1.31, 1.5, and 1.75), as the flame is
located outside the porous layer.
The temperature distribution of the wire-mesh within the porous medium (x=0-0.3 cm)
is shown in Figure 20 only for equivalence ratios φc =0.8 to 1.17, as the flame is
embedded in the porous layer. The figure shows that the solid temperature increases
slightly as the equivalence ratio approaches its stoichiometric value. Also shown that
the gas temperature at the exit plane is approximately 300K higher than that of the
solid temperature.
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Figure 20: Computed distribution of solid temperature within the wire-mesh of the semicylindrical burner for various mixtures (power density of 417 kW/m2).
The dependency of the flame location in term of RCD, on the equivalence ratio is
illustrated in Figure 21. The figure shows that for mixtures with an equivalence ratio
between 0.8 and 1.3, the flame is fully immersed within the porous layer. Furthermore,
for equivalence ratios between 0.8 and 1.15, the flame location is kept almost
unchanged, indicating a stable combustion. However, at higher equivalence ratios the
location of the flame starts moving towards the surface of the burner and subsequently
the flame stabilise above the surface.
The porous layer acts also as a CO-to-CO2 converter, by which appropriate conditions
(temperature, gas velocity, catalytic reactions, etc.) are established causing a conversion
of CO into CO2 before the gases exit the porous medium. Such a low CO level is
considered one of the most positive features of PRB technology. The conversion
mechanism is illustrated in Figures 22 and 23. The coupling between CO and CO2
concentrations is particularly evident for mixtures with equivalence ratio between 0.8
and 1.31. Figure 22 shows a clear build-up of CO as the mixture moves from a fuel-lean
to fuel-rich. As the equivalence ratio increases the location in which CO peaks, shift
towards the exit plane of the burner , and results in a higher CO concentration. The
conversion mechanism, however does not exist for fuel-rich mixtures because the flame
is located outside the porous medium.
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Figure 21: Effect of equivalence ratio on Reaction-Completion Distance.

Another beneficial feature in using PRB technology is its enhanced radiative heat
transfer rate. Figure 24 shows the net radiative heat transfer within the solid porous.
The results show that as the mixture approaches stoichiometric ratio, the radiation at
the surface increases. This is a consistent behaviour with the temperature of the
surface, as shown earlier in Figure 20. It should be noted that the radiative heat outside
the solid boundaries, ie. in the gas stream, is equal to that at the surface of the burner
because the current model treats the gas as a non-participating medium. That is, it does
not account for the effects of gaseous product transmission and absorption on the
radiation intensity.
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Figure 22: Carbon monoxide (CO) distribution for various mixtures.
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Figure 23: Carbon dioxide (CO2) profiles for various fuel-to-air mixtures.
Another useful feature of PRB technology is the enhanced radiative heat transfer
rates. Radiation efficiency is defined as the ratio between the energy content of the
fuel and the radiation energy emitted from the burner’s surface. Figure 24 shows the
measured radiation efficiency against equivalence ratio for different power densities.
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The radiative surface energy is calculated assuming a grey body surface with a 0.8
emissivity, ambient temperature of 300K, and using the measured surface
temperature obtained from the MERLIN radiometers (see Table 1). A maximum
radiation efficiency of 33% (at φc=0.77) and 25% (at φc=0.95) has been measured at
firing rates of 278 kW/m2 and 417 kW/m2, respectively.
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Figure 24: Measured thermal efficiency for various equivalence ratios.
The curves in Figure 24 show the following interesting features; (1) the radiation
efficiency decreases as the firing rate increases, and (2) the location in equivalence-ratio
space, at which the maximum radiation efficiency is achieved, depends on the firing
rate. These results show also that maximum radiation efficiency does not necessarily
occur at a stoichiometric mixture. However, increasing the firing rate causes the peak
location to shift towards stoichiometry.

5.3 Comparison Between Predictions and Experiment
Because of the grey-body assumption in the radiation model, the only parameter that
can be used to compare the PBM predictions with the experimental results is the
surface temperature of the burner. Experimentally, the surface temperature has been
measured using two independent systems; directly using the MIKRON IR pyrometer
and indirectly using the AGEMA images. The results, presented in Figure 25, show
similar distribution profiles. However, the temperatures derived from the thermal
imager are consistently higher than those obtained by IR pyrometer.
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Initially, it was postulated that the discrepancy is related to the assumption of a fixed
monochromatic surface emissivity (of 0.8). However an error analysis has shown that
the effect of uncertainty in the emissivity on the accuracy, is only a few degrees
Celsius. Another possible source of error that has been considered is the effect of the
heat shield, in the form of a perspex filter (safety face mask) that was used to reduce
the intensity levels from saturation in the thermal imaging system. Even though the
surface temperatures were obtained using calibration constants that included the
perspex filter characteristics, we noticed non-uniformity in the spectral response.
Quantifying the filter effect on the temperature readings however was not possible due
to the complex non-linear spectral response of the mask. The discrepancies between the
two measurements (relative to the arithmetic mean of both measurements) varies
between 4% and 16%, with the maximum discrepancy occurring at an equivalence
ratio of 1.31.
A comparison between the model predictions and the mean measured surface
temperature shows that the numerical model over-predicts the surface temperature on
the fuel-rich region, but under-predicts it on the fuel-lean side of stoichiometry. The
discrepancies between the prediction and the measurements are more pronounced in
the fuel-rich region. Nevertheless the model shows a similar profile distribution as the
experimental profiles.
For fuel-lean mixtures the discrepancies between the model and the experiment varies
between 0.1% and 8 %, while for fuel-rich mixture it varies between 8.4% and 16%.
There are a number of potential sources that could have contributed to these
discrepancies: (1) the high uncertainty in the values of optical properties of the porous
media that are used in the model, (2) not including surface (catalytic) reactions, and (3)
the model’s assumption of adiabatic conditions. However the most likely source of
error in the model is the use of a high-temperature kinetics mechanism across the
board of equivalence ratios. Figure 25, shows that for equivalence ratios above 1.17, the
gas temperature drops below 1000K, which is probably the lower limit for the
applicability of high-temperature mechanism. This hypothesis is supported by the
experimental results that showed that large discrepancies exist in fuel-rich mixtures,
which also correspond to flame with a low temperature. Nevertheless and despite the
many simplifying assumptions and uncertainty in a number of parameter values, the
model performs reasonably well, both in terms of accuracy and consistency.
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Figure 25: A comparison of the measured and predicted surface temperature of a solid porous
medium, for various equivalence ratio mixtures.

5.4 INCONEL601 as a Radiation Shield
The experimental results (see Tables 2 and 3 and Figures 8 –11) have shown that the
current PRB configuration does not generate sufficient IR radiation intensity in the 35µm waveband to be considered as a potential candidate for air decoys or tracking
flares. However, the potential of using the PRB technology as an on-board decoy for
platforms, (which require lower temperature/intensity decoys than those used in air
systems), is more promising.
The aim is to use PRB technology to reduce or mask the IR signature of naval or land
platforms, e.g. masking IR emission of exhaust gases from ships or land vehicles. To
investigate the viability of this idea the following experiment has been conducted. A
minute amount of approximately 130 mg of MTV pyrotechnic mixture was pressed in a
small cylindrical cup of 8 mm in diameter and 5 mm in height. The MTV mixture was
then ignited using a thin layer of primer coated on the surface of the mixture and
initiated using a safety match. A small piece of INCONEL601 wire-mesh was placed in
front of the MTV cup, as shown schematically in Figure 26, and IR measurements
(using the BOMEM FT Spectrometer) were taken for different distances between the
wire-mesh and the cup (Dc-m).
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Figure 26: Layout of MTV-Wire-mesh experiment.
The average burn time of the MTV cup was approximately 2 seconds. Initially a benchmark IR measurement was conducted without the wire-mesh screen. Figure 27, shows
the spectral IR intensity as a function of the cup-to-screen distance, and also the
reference curve without the screen. It shows that while the screen has no effect on the
spectral distribution, it has a profound effect on IR radiation intensity, especially in the
2-2.5 µm range. The closer the screen to the MTV cup is, the higher the reduction in
intensity becomes.
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Figure 27: Effect of screen distance from the MTV cup on spectral IR intensity.
The equivalent black-body temperature of the MTV without a screen is ~2170K,
however it drops to 1670K when the screen is located adjacent to the MTV cup
(Dc-m=0). This result indicates that the wire-mesh acts as an effective IR radiation
shield. Typically, radiation shields are designed from materials with low emissivity to
enhance resistance to radiative transfer. INCONEL601 has a high emissivity (~0.8),
nevertheless it still acts as an effective radiation shield. The reason for this behaviour is
not yet fully understood. Another advantage for using PRB technique to suppress the
IR signature are the lightweight of the wire-mesh structure, possibly low RF signature,
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and ease in adaptation to existing platforms. The full potential of such techniques
however requires further development and testing using in-service platforms.

6. Concluding Remarks
It has been shown that for an INCONEL601 wire-mesh porous burner, infrared
radiation intensity in the 3µm - 5µm waveband is the dominant bandwidth. Within this
range only emission spectra of CO2 and H2O have been observed. A radiation
efficiency of 33% (at φc=0.77) and 25% ((at φc=0.95) has been achieved at firing rates of
278 kW/m2, and 417 kW/m2 , respectively. The optimal operating conditions of a
porous burner, as determined by surface temperature, radiation intensity and
efficiency is a function of the fuel-to-air ratio as well as the firing rate. These
parameters also influence the location of the flame front. For fuel-rich mixtures the
flame front is usually located above the burner’s surface, while for lean-fuel mixtures
the flame is either embedded in the porous layer or near the surface.
Overall, a reasonable agreement between the predictions and the experimental results
has been achieved. This is despite some variability in the measurements, a number of
simplifying assumptions and high uncertainty in the values of some physical and
optical properties in the model.
The effectiveness of INCONEL601 wire-mesh in suppressing IR signature of MTV
pyrotechnics mixture has been successfully demonstrated. This feature gives a rise for
new research opportunities into countermeasures for naval and land platforms.
However further development is required to fully explore the full potential of such a
technique.
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Appendix A: Calibration and Analysis for BOMEM
MR254 Spectrometer
In order to calibrate the spectrometer, a blackbody radiator (calibrated to National
Standards at the National Measurement Laboratory, Lindfield, NSW) is placed
immediately in front of the spectrometer aperture in order to flood fill the device.
Measurements are taken in this arrangement for two different blackbody temperatures.
The theoretical radiance is given by:

LU (ν ) =

LL (ν ) =

c1ν 3
 c 2ν

π  e TU − 1




c1ν 3
 cT2ν

π  e L − 1





A(1)

A(2)

where:
is the theoretical blackbody radiance for the upper temperature,
LU(ν)
LL(ν)
is the theoretical blackbody radiance for the lower temperature,
ν
is the wavenumber in units of cm-1,
TU,TL
are the upper and lower temperatures respectively and
C1,C2
are the first and second radiation constants:
C1 = 3.7415x10-12 [W/cm2 /cm-1]
C2 = 1.43879
[cm K].
The spectrometer signal is given by:

V (ν ) = G (ν ) L(ν ) + O(ν )

where:
V(ν)
G(ν)
O(ν)

A(3)

is the spectrometer voltage output,
is the instrument gain and
is the instrument offset.

Hence the instrument gain and offset are determined as follows:

G (ν ) =

VU (ν ) − VL (ν )
LU (ν ) − LL (ν )

O(ν ) = VU (ν ) − G (ν ) LU (ν ) = VL (ν ) − G (ν ) LL (ν )

A(4)

A(5)

All subsequent measurements are converted from voltage output to radiance using the
following relation:
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L(ν ) =

V (ν ) − O(ν )
G (ν )

A(6)

The radiance measurement can then be converted to apparent radiant intensity or
irradiance as desired:

I (ν ) = L(ν ) AS
L(ν ) AS
E (ν ) =
d2
where:
I(ν)
is the apparent radiant intensity observed,
E(ν)
is the irradiance observed,
AS is the projected area of view of the telescope used at the range of the
target, and
d is the distance between the source and the spectrometer.
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Appendix B: Calibration and Analysis Methodology
for Thermal Imager Data
Calibration
The thermal imagers are calibrated at the Agema manufacturing facility by observing a
series of large aperture blackbody radiators at various temperatures. The imager forms
a focussed image of the blackbody that has sufficient extent as to occupy at least 10
adjacent pixels. The output of the imager (Λ) in digital levels(dl) is due to the
convolution of its spectral response function with the spectral radiance of the
blackbody at the set temperature:

Λ = ∫ L( T , λ.) φ ( λ) dλ
Λ=

∫ M ( T , λ.) φ ( λ) dλ
π

B(1)

By measuring a range of temperatures, a set of output values as a function of apparent effective
radiance can be obtained. It is found that this function is approximately linear and that the
calibration function can be represented as a linear polynomial:

Λ = k . ∫ L( T , λ) . φ ( λ) .τ ( λ) dλ

B(2)

The calibration constants for the two aperture settings used on the Agema 900 thermal
imager were 0.38 µWcm2/sr/pixel/dl and 1.4 µWcm2/sr/pixel/dl. These have been
verified by calibration checks performed in the laboratory.
Analysis
The calibration constant was used in this analysis to convert the output values of each
pixel from the imager into the effective apparent radiance. The measured apparent
radiance is the sum of the radiance due to the target source and the path radiance due
to emissions from the atmosphere. The background radiance, at the ranges involved in
these measurements, has been found to closely approximate the path radiance. The
radiance due to the target source alone can therefore be found by subtracting the
background radiance (= path radiance) from the measured radiance:

LSWB = ∫ L( T , λ) . φ SWB ( λ) .τ ( λ) dλ

= ∫ Lmeas( T , λ) . φ ( λ) dλ − ∫ Lpath( T , λ.) φ ( λ) .τ ( λ) dλ

B(3)

This quantity is referred to as the apparent effective radiance corrected for path
radiance. Note that the effect of absorption by the intervening atmosphere is not
removed in this analysis.
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The apparent effective radiant intensity of the source is calculated by multiplying the
projected area of a pixel by the corrected apparent effective radiance detected by each
pixel:
np

I SWB = a.∑ ( LSWB ) i
i

np

= Ω.d .∑ ( LSWB ) i
2

i

where a = projected area of one pixel
np = number of pixels containing target source
Ω = solid angle for one pixel (= 10-7 sr for FOV of 5 degrees).
d = distance between target source and sensor.
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